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Name: ________________________________________     

Reading level: _______     

Accuracy level: _______ = 1: _______ = _______%

Self-correction rate: _______ = _______ = 1: _______  Easy/Instructional/Hard

Questions to Check for Understanding

Literal

1. How did the sultan lose his hand? Yes/No

 (The sultan lost his hand in a sword fight.)

2.  What are four normal kingdom-type jobs the sultan orders his people to do? Yes/No
(Four normal kingdom-type jobs the sultan orders his people to do are: guarding his 

 castle, hunting for his food, cleaning his silver and clipping his toenails.)

Inferential

1. How does the adjective ‘iron-fisted’ suit the sultan’s personality? Yes/No
(The adjective ‘iron-fisted’ suits the sultan’s personality because he is very cruel.)

2. How does the sultan make sure his subjects complete the challenge he sets each year?  Yes/No
(The sultan makes sure his subjects complete his challenge each year by making it    
known that if a subject turns down a challenge, he or she will spend many years in prison.)

Response

1.  Would you like to be one of this sultan’s subjects? Why or why not? Valid/Invalid

Analysis of reading behaviours (meaning, structural and visual information, self-monitoring,                
self-correcting, fluency)

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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